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WHEN FELDBERG and Sherwood demonstrated that intraventricular injections of epinephrine (Adrenaline) in dogs caused "sedative-like" behavioral depression, they suggested that epinephrine secretion during anxiety in humans might cause analogous symptoms of fatigue and somnolence. Little or no attention was subsequently given to this hypothesis; Feldberg himself did not mention it in his recent (1963) book about the pharmacology of the brain. The hypothesis has received little attention for two reasons: first, there has been little evidence that systemic epinephrine could reach the brain, and second, there has been little or no evidence that systemically administered epinephrine could produce sedative-like or fatigue-like effects.

Both these objections have been modified by recent experimental findings. First, radioactively tagged epinephrine has been shown to cross the blood-brain barrier in the region of the hypothalamus during sustained systemic infusions, and second, epinephrine has been shown to cause sedative-like effects during sustained systemic injections. These and other recent findings have created a need for a review of the literature concerning epinephrine-induced behavioral depression, and for an evaluation of possible mechanisms and clinical implications.

I. Sedative-Like Effects With Epinephrine

Sharpless produced what he called "stupification" in cats with sustained intravenous infusions of relatively small amounts of epinephrine. He found that 2 µg/kg/minute for 30 minutes produced a decrement in approach behavior, while larger doses produced sleep. The behavior was associated with a "drowsy" electroencephalograph pattern. The effect was also similar to that produced by direct instillation of epinephrine into the brain.

My interest in the behavioral depressant properties of epinephrine began independently with the discovery that intramuscular injections of epinephrine in oil produced sedative-like effects in rats. In a pilot study it was found that relatively large doses (100 µg) completely abolished hunger-motivated approach behavior. In this same range (50 µg-100 µg) dose-dependent behavioral changes were produced in 15-30 minutes and lasted for several hours. The obvious changes included somnolence, sluggishness, loss of muscular tonus, and relative unresponsiveness to various stimuli, including loud noises, jolts, and toe pinching. Smaller doses did not produce obvious behavioral changes. However, smaller doses (10 µg-40 µg) produced a statistically significant, dose-dependent reduction in exploratory behavior in a 6-foot runway. The effect seemed independent of the peripheral autonomic response as measured by heart rate: doses in this range (15 µg-25 µg) had little or no effect on heart rate as recorded under nonstressful conditions by chronically implanted electrocardiograph electrodes. The behavioral effects were probably caused by relatively low systemic blood levels of the drug, since the absorption of epinephrine in oil from the muscles is delayed over a period of several hours or more. For example, with large doses (100 µg) a pronounced acceleration of heart rate was still obvious more than two hours after injection in all four animals injected.

In addition to the above two studies in which relatively small, prolonged systemic doses were used, other studies have demonstrated decremental effects upon behavior with larger single doses of epinephrine in dogs and birds.
Key studied the effects of single systemic injections of epinephrine upon young chickens before and after the maturation of their blood-brain barrier. In 1-28-day-old chicks (before the maturation of the blood brain barrier) he produced behavioral depression or sleep and slow wave EEG activity with both epinephrine and levarterenol (Norepinephrine); he found the changes "identical to those produced by the central depressant, pentobarbital sodium." In more mature 4-week-old chicks he produced a mixed arousal and depressant response, and in still older chicks (after the maturation of the blood brain barrier) he produced only arousal. He hypothesized that epinephrine given before the development of the blood-brain barrier had the same effect as epinephrine given directly into the brain of mature animals. Such a clear-cut distinction between depression and arousal may have been achieved because he used single injections of epinephrine; other experiments, as already noted, subsequently demonstrated sedative-like effects in mature rats and cats with prolonged systemic doses.

There has been much more thorough and well-known documentation for sedative-like effects following the direct instillation of epinephrine into the central nervous system. Feldberg and Sherwood, for example, described in detail a response "indistinguishable from that of a light sodium pentobarbitone anaesthesia," which closely resembles the response to systemic injection.

**II. Possible Mechanisms of Action**

These studies strongly suggest that the sedative-like effect of systemic epinephrine is central in origin. First, there is a great similarity between the animal's delayed response to sustained systemic infusion and the animal's more immediate response to direct CNS injection. The relative impermeability of the blood-brain barrier to epinephrine may account for the delay during systemic infusion. Second, single systemic injections can cause depression in chicks before but not after the maturation of the blood-brain barrier. In addition, a number of effects of systemic epinephrine can be reproduced by direct instillation into the brain, e.g., increased respiratory rate and general analgesia. Finally, there is some supportive evidence that the behavioral depression is independent of peripheral autonomic changes as measured by heart rate and blood pressure following both the systemic administration and the central nervous system administration of epinephrine.

For systemic epinephrine to have a direct effect upon the brain, it must cross the blood-brain barrier. Large intravenous doses of epinephrine increased the level of epinephrine in the cerebral spinal fluid, and consistent with the sedative-like effect, the increase did not become apparent for 30-60 minutes.

Several investigators have demonstrated a perceptible amount of levarterenol and epinephrine in the cerebrospinal fluid under relatively normal conditions, while Draskoci found, in one coincidental observation, that the cerebral spinal fluid epinephrine level increased during a simultaneous rise in the circulating systemic epinephrine. Studies using radioactively tagged epinephrine have also demonstrated that systemically administered epinephrine can cross the blood-brain barrier. None was detected after two minutes, but an appreciable amount was detected in the hypothalamus after 30 minutes. This, too, is consistent with the delayed sedative-like effect following systemic administration. Since the radioactively tagged epinephrine was found only in the hypothalamus, and since the hypothalamus is known to influence sedation, the plausibility is increased for a direct action of systemic epinephrine upon the central nervous system.

An alternative mechanism is possible for any sedative-like effect of *endogenous* epinephrine secretion. Vogt has demonstrated that epinephrine secretion from the adrenal medulla is accompanied by a depletion of epinephrine within the hypothalamus. This depletion might represent a release of epinephrine stores in the hypothalamus leading to an increase of epinephrine in the cerebrospinal fluid or to a redistribution of epinephrine within the hypothalamus itself. This would mimic those experiments dealing with the direct instillation of epinephrine into the brain. Consistent with this, Domer and Feldberg have shown that dye injected into the ventricles can cross into the hypothalamus.
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III. Application to Human Psychophysiology

The data concerning epinephrine-induced sedative-like effects in humans is sparse. Few studies have set out to measure any possible sedative-like effect following small, prolonged doses of epinephrine in humans. The extrapolation from behavioral depression in animals to symptoms of fatigue and sedation in humans must be made with caution.

There are some incidental notations in the literature that individuals given prolonged intravenous injections report symptoms of sedation or fatigue. Basowit, for example, produced such symptoms, apparently in a mild form, with as little as 5 µg/kg/hour. However, in similar studies these symptoms have not been mentioned or have been found absent. The experimental results concerning systemically administered epinephrine in humans are thus equivocal, but suggestive.

In one experiment the direct instillation of epinephrine into the central nervous system of a human (a single subject was given 2 mg of epinephrine intracisternally) produced a deep sleep documented on the electroencephalograph.

There is no controlled data concerning sedation or fatigue in humans in response to endogenous secretions of epinephrine. However, it has been noted clinically that individuals who are persistently or intensely anxious, and who presumably have high blood levels of epinephrine, often complain of sedative-like or fatigue-like symptoms. It is also frequently reported by athletes and other "normal" subjects that they feel very tired while anxiously awaiting some stressful event.

Breggin has described a model for the psychophysiology of anxiety which includes the sedative-like effect of epinephrine. The model draws upon Hess' hypothesis that the hypothalamus has two competing or antagonistic functions, the ergotropic which controls arousal and sympathotonia, and the trophotropic which controls sedation and parasympathotonia. This present paper has reviewed evidence that epinephrine, secreted during arousal can cause sedative-like effects. There is also evidence that epinephrine can cause delayed, compensatory parasympathetic activation in humans. Thus epinephrine secreted during ergotropic activation of the hypothalamus may act as a hormonal feedback to the hypothalamus to produce compensatory trophotropic activation. This physiological model would parallel the clinical observations of Misch who noted that anxiety occurs in two stages: an initial acute response characterized by arousal and sympathomimetic symptoms (Hess' ergotropic activation) and a delayed response characterized by fatigue-like and parasympathomimetic symptoms (Hess' trophotropic activation). An epinephrine feedback mechanism might account for many of the unstable and fluctuating symptoms of persistent, intense anxiety.

Comment

In any discussion of the sedative-like effect of epinephrine it is necessary to account for the paradoxical arousal and anxiety-inducing effects of epinephrine in humans. For some time it has been thought that epinephrine can produce an arousal effect upon human and animal electroencephalograms, and perhaps upon behavior. Rothballe have both reviewed the literature pertaining to these effects. The evidence is not at variance with data concerning the sedative-like effect. First, studies demonstrating an arousal effect have used only single doses, and have produced only fleeting changes in the EEG. Second, the studies of arousal in humans have been equivocal and contradictory, while studies of animals have been clear-cut only when the brains have been sectioned. In his review of the literature, Dell summarized, "... it is unlikely that an injection of adrenaline in a normal awake animal or man would give rise to clear-cut changes in behavior." While epinephrine injection may or may not produce some amount of arousal in the awake human subject, it can produce clinically apparent anxiety. Many studies have demonstrated that epinephrine can elicit anxiety in certain individuals under specific experimental conditions. The acute anxiety response is immediate, presumably before any appreciable amount of epinephrine could cross the blood-brain barrier. Most likely, the acute anxiety response to epinephrine is a learned or conditioned response to the sympathomimetic symptoms evoked by the epinephrine. This may account for the self-generating nature of anxiety, since the symptoms of anxiety can act as cues which further reinforce the anxiety. However, this learned response is not incompatible with the
sedative-like response which is more delayed, and which probably results from a direct physiological action.

This discussion of the sedative-like effect of epinephrine has been entirely limited to physiological responses. However, I have no intention of oversimplifying the very complex problem of symptom-formation during stress. While epinephrine may initiate sedative-like or fatigue-like symptoms, purely psychological factors may enhance or diminish these symptoms. Psychological responses may initiate the secretion of epinephrine, and psychological responses may be keyed off by the symptoms produced by epinephrine. Purely physiological considerations reflect a very limited aspect of the individual's total behavior, though for practical purposes these considerations may at times be made in relative isolation from the remainder of the individual's behavior.

In conclusion, the concept of epinephrine-induced sedative-like effects gives direction to further experimental and clinical research. First, the exact nature of the central nervous system depression requires clarification. Most studies have indicated that the effect is in part soporific. However, other components must be ruled out, such as tranquilization, psychomotor retardation on a neuromuscular basis, and general analgesia. It is also possible that an affective or "emotional" response is involved, such as "panic" or psychomotor retardation on a psychological basis. Second, the capacity of endogenous epinephrine to produce symptoms of fatigue or somnolence during persistent anxiety needs investigation. Third, the extrapolation from animal studies to human clinical experiences must be bridged by further research. Finally, many clinically important subtleties must be investigated. For example, there may be variation in the permeability of the blood-brain barrier within the same individual or among different individuals. Similarly, there may be variation in epinephrine output in response to anxiety, or there may be variation in the sensitivity of the central nervous system to epinephrine.

Summary

Several experiments have now demonstrated a sedative-like or fatigue-like effect following the systemic injection of epinephrine in animals. These effects have been comparable to those previously described following the direct instillation of epinephrine into the central nervous system. Sedative-like and fatigue-like symptoms have been noted incidentally after epinephrine injections in humans, but this finding has been inconstant and has not been subjected to rigorous study. However, it is well known that these symptoms are reported during persistent anxiety, which is presumably characterized by a high output of epinephrine.

The following hypothesis was offered: epinephrine secreted from the adrenal medulla during persistent anxiety can act as a hormonal feedback to the hypothalamus, resulting in compensatory sedative-like and fatigue-like symptoms. Supporting evidence for this hypothesis was reviewed, and further areas of research were suggested.

Generic and Trade Names of Drugs

Levarterenol bitartrate—Levophed Bitartrate.
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